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is a complete and integrated 
solut ion for  monitor ing 

energy consumption, targeted for the business 
sector. This energy monitoring and management 
software aims to support people and their 
organisations in reducing energy consumption 
and decreasing its associated costs, no matter 
the business sector.

Analyses and provides energy consumption 
data in real-time, giving information and key 
knowledge to assist you in deciding quickly and 
easily which actions to take.

It is an essential and easy-to-use tool to 
save energy, reduce costs and make energy 
consumption sustainable. Anyone can operate 
it, regardless of his or her technical knowledge.

Kisense

is the first proven platform that 
provides integrated power 

optimisation via a single platform. Providing 
solutions at both single building and grid scale, 
Kiplo uses granular real-time data to provide 
ongoing optimisation of the connected network.

Future proofed, it seamlessly incorporates and 
optimises changes in input costs such as the 
implementation of differential pricing tariffs, 
lowering costs of storage or significant increases 
in carbon taxes.

Designed to help Ut i l i t ies,  Producers, 
Aggregators & Retailers, Kiplo integrates market 
prices, demand and renewables forecast, and 
aggregates energy consumption, distributed 
generation and storage. Thus, it helps setting-
up flexibility and balancing programmes, energy 
communities, energy sharing initiatives that lead 
to distributed energy resources.

Kiplo



is an energy management 
solution designed for your 

home. It is a low-cost and easy-to-use plug 
& play solution, gathering and displaying 
data from your connected home appliances, 
allowing you to remotely manage your 
energy consumption.

Cloogy is one of the best in its class in terms 
of user experience and design. It has intuitive 
apps and a web portal accessible from any 
computer, tablet or smartphone. Determine 
your appliances working time frames, turn 
them on and off, eliminate all stand-by 
periods and get to know, in real-time, their 
consumption and the savings you achieved.

Discover where you can save energy and 
get key information about the best way to 
optimise your electrical  appliances, putting 
an end to waste and unnecessary costs.

Cloogy

SMART LIVING

KEYFIGURES

+4000 Monitoring Points in all Portuguese 
International Airports

+40 Hotels

+170 Industries

+400 Utility Clients

+700 Bank Branches

+100MW Energy Under Management

+1.3TWh Energy Efficiency Monitoring

+460GWh Renewable Power Plants 
Production Monitoring

+3.2MW Demand Flexibility 
Management



is an innovative, market leader in the design 
and operation of dynamic connected platforms, 
providing real-time granular data to consumers, 

network operators and utilities. Minimising consumption by 
increasing energy efficiency, optimising the time of use and pull off 
loads monetisation.

With over 10 years of experience, VPS has a proven team of 
experts with a strong track record in providing significant benefits 
to all stakeholders in the modern energy network. Our aim is to 
become the largest builder and operator of Virtual Power Plants 
in Europe.

The Power to do more with less.

 Virtual Power Solutions Ltd.
Office 12 | 10 Acklam Road | Notting Hill
London W10 5QZ
United Kingdom

Contacts:
mail@vps.energy

+44 (0) 203 179 2100
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UTILITIES

Get to know your infrastructure behaviour, improve your operation management

Fight waste and infrastructure inefficiencies

Improve client satisfaction ratings

Obtain key competitive advantage and improve customer loyalty programmes

BUSINESS

Reduce your company’s energy consumption

Get to know your organisation´s consumption profile and track down energy waste in real-time

Check your consumption from anywhere

Optimise your company’s preventive maintenance plan and assure the maximum energy efficiency

Obtain energy costs forecast and cut your company’s expenses

RESIDENTIAL

Reduce energy consumption and save money

Guarantee a better planning for your energy costs

Remotely control your home appliances

Promote sustainability and increase your quality of life


